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University Defense Education
Homosexuality
NOSTREDAME: In today’s
University is a trend to find a
different gender identity.
STEVEN ECKL: In 2016-17, Jesus
Christ admonished the United
States Catholic Church on
excommunicating priests and
nuns who engaged in
homosexuality.

Burnjeh
The tree
that does not bend
with the forces of nature
will break.

Nancy of Oregon: The
homosexual teachings yet to the
Catholic Church are incomplete
without this understanding of
the forces of nature in masculine
and feminine.
ANDREA SELESTOW: While to you, you can see easily how
when you put two male polarities together in sexual
binding, that the males become more effeminate in their
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speech and gestures, there is even more to be said. that goes
deeper.
The lesbian teachers, the lesbians in the Immaculate
Heart of Mary churches were seeking to overturn Mother
Mary herself, to tell her to— “go inside a closet you,” telling
her, “ don’t park here Mother Mary” while they would hold
their churches to be a part of the Catholic Church which is
anathema.
Nancy of Oregon: What came forth to Jesus Christ
answering the confession letters of the Catholic Church was
a more profound teaching.
NATHAN the Judge: We found that the lesbians could no
longer cognize in a rational fashion. They said they were
“confused” as to the direction their life was to take, and it
was obvious that they could no longer cognize normally.
What happens normally to a normal female? She in
fact becomes more and more rational as she develops in the
masculine flame in herself. She can cognize far in her
thinking, she is not limited to a more “intuitive” quality
normally associated with females.
An example of this is MADD—Mothers Against Drunk
Drivers. She carries the great flame of justice, she is able to
cognize the safety for her children. She is able to push
through legislation to stop drivers to take alcoholic tests.
BURNJEH, Physician: In the case with the homosexual
males, they are not able to develop, they are stunted, they
are disfigured forevermore on balance as a raison d’etre to
have the wisdom and the strength of the Mother flame.
These homosexuals then live in fear and consider that
if they would die in the homosexual community, they would
not fight it. If anyone wants to beat them up, they will
accept it, if they are to die they will not fight back. This is
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anathema to the normal male and his progression in female
psychology as they would normally mature in life years.
JESUS CHRIST: The imbalance of the male and female
energies is tantamount to a cantankerous whacking of the
energy to have it go backward. It is rebellion to holy order.
MOTHER MARY: At the university, we are asking those of
marital age, to consider when you are able to, to date for the
24 months with someone. And that you do not try to adjust
to being “gay” as there is nothing “gay” but it is backdirect
that is of a serious nature to become a homosexual.
ANDREA SELESTOW: The word “gay” is a misnomer.
Nancy of Oregon: These cannot be happy people being
wrongly matched in polarity.
ANDREA SELESTOW: As Mother Mary has said, that over
97% of homosexuals need to be working on co-dependency.
BURNJEH, Physician: Trying to covet and strip another of
their energy through sex will hasten your deterioration in
what is of a sexual binding to no sense.
JESUS CHRIST: All work and attempts to become
transvestite, homosexual, bi-sexual, you must seek not to do,
as it creates a grave backdirect and furthermore you are
faced with a wrongly wired system.
HOLY AIMEE: Your positive poles are matched and binding
sexually to a positive pole, your negative poles are fused to a
negative pole.
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JESUS CHRIST: It goes not the way of the balance of male
and female energies. These are great forces in nature— you
cannot go up against these laws and not find backdirect,
confusion and decomposition.
EL MORYA: This gender questioning is not to be engaged in
at all! You are tampering with nature in a violation of the
secret chamber of the heart that resides with the Threefold
Flame of the heart. The secret chamber of the heart has been
named the atomic power of the nucleus of being, you are not
to meddle with atomic power.
MOTHER MARY: And you must not tamper with your
keynote, the use of the sacred fire or your gender. It is none
of your business to make it of your making. You are to learn
of the balance of forces and not to go up against what is
traditional law and order.
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